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Abstract
By considering generalized logarithm and exponential functions
used in nonextensive statistics, the four usual algebraic operators : ad-
dition, subtraction, product and division, are generalized. The prop-
erties of the generalized operators are investigated. Some standard
properties are preserved, e.g., associativity, commutativity and exis-
tence of neutral elements. On the contrary, the distributivity law and
the opposite element is no more universal within the generalized alge-
bra.
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1 Introduction
Although scientists apply Boltzmann-Gibbs statistics (BGS), or its expo-
nential factor of probability distribution, to systems having long range cor-
relation or finite size[1], this classical statistical theory, from the usual point
of view, remains an additive theory in the thermodynamic limits, i.e., the
extensive thermodynamic quantities are proportional to its volume or to the
number of its elements.
As far as we know, there is no direct experimental evidence of non-
additive energy. However, theoretical and numerical work has disclosed
many models characterized by nonadditive energy or entropy with, e.g.,
black hole[2, 3] and some magnetic and fluid models including long range
interaction[4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Interesting numerical results also showed that, in
the case of above long range (nonintegrable) interactions, in the thermody-
namic limits, the systems show complex behaviors at the edge of chaos with
non-gaussian distribution, anomalous diffusion and dynamic correlation in
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the phase space[9]. For this kind of non-equilibrium systems at stationary
state[10], a possible way out has been suggested on the basis of a nonadditive
statistical mechanics (NSM)[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
NSM introduces[11, 19] generalized distribution functions called q-exponential
given by expq(x) = [1 + (1 − q)x]
1/(1−q) or exp∗q(x) = [1 + (q − 1)x]
1/(q−1)
according to different formalisms related to incomplete information[15, 16]
and complete information hypothesis[11, 12, 13, 14]. The above functions
are the inverse functions of the generalized logarithm lnq(x) =
x1−q−1
1−q or
ln∗q(x) =
xq−1−1
q−1 which can be used as a generalization of Hartley logarithmic
information measure[15]. In NSM, we require that the [.] in q-exponential
be positive to assure physically significant probability distribution. This
requirement may lead to high or low energy cutoff depending on the value
of q. In what follows, we will write the generalized functions as follows :
lna(x) =
xa−1
a and e
x
a = expa(x) = [1 + ax]
1/a. On the one hand, these
forms are simpler to treat mathematically. On the other hand, this choice
ensures the generality of the present results which should be independent
of the physical circumstances with different formalisms of NSM. ea(x) and
lna(x) tend to the conventional counterparts whenever a→ 0.
Although defined originally from the physical viewpoint, these functions
present important mathematical interests. Some of their important prop-
erties have been studied recently in [20, 21]. They have also been used
to generalize hyperbolic function and algebra[22]. In this paper, we dis-
cuss several properties of the new algebra generated by the q-logarithm and
q-exponential. This algebra can be viewed as a generalization of the conven-
tional additive algebra related to the normal logarithm and exponential, but
characterized by a nonadditive additional factor. A similar generalization
of the conventional algebra has been proposed by Kaniadakis on the basis
of the κ-deformed logarithm and exponential[23].
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section we briefly
discuss the essential aspects of NSM. The generalized algebra is discussed
in the third section.
2 Some nonadditive relations of NSM
We know that, for a nonadditive thermodynamic system, the existence of
thermodynamic stationarity may be used as a constraint upon the form of
the nonextensivity of physical quantities[24]. For the entropy S and the
internal energy U , this can be discussed rigorously by using the conven-
tional BGS method for the statistical interpretation of the zeroth law. It
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has been shown[24] that the simplest nonextensivities prescribed by the
thermodynamic stationarity condition were generated by the following re-
lationships : S(A) = h(A)−1λS , S(B) =
h(B)−1
λS
, S(A + B) = h(A+B)−1λS and
h(A + B) = h(A)h(B), where A and B are two subsystems of an isolated
system A+B, λS is a constant, h(A) or h(B) is the factor depending on A
or B in the derivative ∂S(A+B)∂S(B) or
∂S(A+B)
∂S(A) . It was also found that these rela-
tionships are also valid if S is replaced by U and λS by λU [25]. So the nonex-
tensivities should be the following : S(A+B) = S(A)+S(B)+λSS(A)S(B)
and U(A+B) = U(A)+U(B)+λUU(A)U(B). We have shown[16] that only
these two relationships allow to interpret the zeroth law of thermodynamics
within NSM and define a physical temperature without any approximation.
The above nonextensivity of entropy, according to some authors[26],
uniquely leads to the entropy
S = −k
∑
i pi −
∑
i p
q
i
1− q
, (1)
which can be shown[15, 16] to be the following expectation value S =
∑
i p
q
i Ii
of a generalized information measure :
Ii = k ln1−q(pi) (2)
where q = 1 + λS is a real parameter[11], k is Boltzmann constant and pi
the probability that the system is found at the state i, if it is supposed
that pij(A + B) = pi(A)pj(B). This product law of probability has always
been considered as a result of the “statistical independence” of A and B and
considered by many as a “reason” for accepting additive energy U(A+B) =
U(A) + U(B) within NSM. As shown with the counter-example, this is
not necessarily true and entails several fundamental and practical problems
which have been discussed in detail[16]. We observed[27] that the product
law of probability could be considered as a consequence of the entropy in
Eq.(1) and the nonextensivity imposed by the condition of the existence of
equilibrium. In this way, the composite energy is freed from the constraint
of the independence of the subsystems and NSM is then entitled to treat
nonadditive systems having the nonadditive entropy postulated in Eq.(1) (or
the information measure postulated in Eq.(2) and the nonadditive energy
prescribed by the thermal equilibrium.
The maximization of the above entropy leads to the q-exponential prob-
ability distribution. The currently improved coherence of this statistics and
the investigations of the relationships between this statistics and the chaotic
or fractal phenomena[28] tell us that q-logarithm and q-exponential have
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solid physical background and may play a major role in the nonadditive
physics. So it is worthwhile to investigate them from pure mathematical
point of view and especially according to the related algebra associated
with nonadditive properties. In what follows, we present the generalized
nonadditive algebra related to these functions.
3 Generalized operations
From now on, the mathematical notion of morphism will be used to exhibit
generalized expressions for the four fundamental algebraic operators : ad-
dition, subtraction, product and division. In the fourth part, the reader
will see that the algebraic properties of these generalized operators are not
always identical to those of the classical operators. New features will be
pointed out, for instance, the distributive law is no more verified.
The standard exponential and logarithm functions present some remark-
able properties. For instance, the exponential function is a morphism from
(R,+) to (R∗+,×). Through reciprocity, the logarithm function is a mor-
phism from (R∗+,×) to (R,+). As a result : e
x+y = exey and lnxy =
lnx + ln y. Although these properties cannot be generalized directly by a
simple substitution of ex by exa (or lnx by lna x, the following slightly more
complicated relationships are verified :
exae
y
a = e
x+y+axy
a 6= e
x+y
a , (3)
ex+ya = [(e
x
a)
a + (eya)
a − 1]1/a 6= exae
y
a, (4)
lna x+ lna y = lna(x
a + ya − 1)1/a 6= lna xy, (5)
lna xy = lna x+ lna y + a lna x lna y 6= lna x+ lna y. (6)
We see that with standard addition and product operators, the concept
of morphism cannot be applied to generalized functions. But if we define
generalized addition (denoted by +a) and product (×a) operators that de-
pend on the parameter a as follows :
x+a y = x+ y + axy (7)
and
x×a y = (x
a + ya − 1)1/a, (8)
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then Eqs.(3) to (6) can be recast into :
ex+aya = e
x
ae
y
a, (9)
ex+ya = e
x
a ×a e
y
a, (10)
lna x×a y = lna x+ lna y, (11)
lna xy = lna x+a lna y. (12)
The two standard morphisms have split into four ones. Let us denote
the definition set of the function exa by Da. From Eq.(9), it comes that the
generalized exponential function is a morphism from (Da,+a) to (R
∗
+,×).
But from Eq.(10), we note that this function is also a morphism from (Da,+)
to (R∗+,×a). From Eq.(11), it comes that the generalized logarithm function
is a morphism from (R∗+,×a) to (Da,+). But from Eq.(12), we note that
this function is also a morphism from (R∗+,×) to (Da,+a). It is worth
noticing that a standard operator and a generalized one are present in each
of the Eqs.(9) to (12). This is because that the generalized operators are
defined with the help of the standard ones in Eqs.(7) and (8).
In the same way, the generalized subtraction −a and division /a operators
can be defined. If we write :
x−a y =
x− y
1 + ay
(13)
and
x/ay = (x
a − ya + 1)1/a (14)
then the following relationships exist :
ex−aya = e
x
a/e
y
a (15)
ex−ya = e
x
a/ae
y
a (16)
lna(x/ay) = lna x− lna y (17)
lna(x/y) = lna(x)−a lna y. (18)
which recover the standard ones ex−y = ex/ey and ln(x/y) = lnx − ln y
when a→ 0.
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4 Properties of generalized operators
4.1 Additivity
The generalized addition operator has following properties :
1. Associativity : (x+a y) +a z = x+a (y +a z).
2. Commutativity : x+a y = y +a x.
3. 0 is the neutral element, i.e., x+a 0 = 0 +a x = x.
4. If x 6= x0 = −1/a, it has an opposite element −ax, i.e., −ax =
−x/(1+ax). The fact that x0 has no opposite element is a new feature.
It should be noticed that the above definition of opposite element is
compatible with the definition of substraction : x−ay = x+a (−ay).
5. The sign rules : −a(−ax) = +a(+ax) = x and −a(+ax) = +a(−ax) =
−ax.
6. Generating role of +1 : if we note Z = x+a y, then aZ = (ax)+1 (ay).
4.2 Multiplication
The product operator ×a has more complicated features. For a given a, we
see from Eq.(5) that, if x, y > 0, the product x×ay is defined unambiguously
and the inequality xa + ya > 1 is verified. We notice following properties :
1. Associativity : (x×a y)×a z = x×a (y ×a z).
2. Commutativity : x×a y = y ×a x.
3. 1 is the neutral element, i.e., x×a 1 = 1×a x = x.
4. There is no absorbing element (like zero in the usual case). We cannot
find a real number y such that, for arbitrary real number x, we have
x×a y = y.
5. x has an inverse element noted 1/ax = (2 − x
a)1/a. In particular, we
see that if a > 0, then 1/a0 = 2
1/a and 1/a2
1/a = 0. So 0 can have a
finite inverse in the generalized algebra.
6. Generating role of ×1 : if we note Z = x×a y, then Z
a = (xa)×1 (y
a).
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We notice that the new operators of this generalized algebra have more
complex properties than the usual ones. Unlike the standard case, the ex-
istence of an opposite element is not automatic. On the other hand, 0 can
now be inverted. Now with the new operators, the infinity concept may be
taken into account with finite numbers. There is a strong analogy between
this property and the role of hyperbolic space in metric topology[29]. It is
natural to find these two distinct mathematical tools in the study of phys-
ical phenomena taking place on complex media characterized by a set of
singularities in a compact space[30, 31].
Another important feature of the new algebra with the operators defined
previously is the disparition of the law of distributivity, i.e., xy + xz =
x(y + z) within the usual algebra. With the above generalized operators,
no combination is possible, except for a particular case like x = 1. It is
straightforward to show that, in general, we have :
x×ay + x×az 6= x×a(y + z) (19)
xy+axz 6= x(y+az) (20)
x×ay+ax×az 6= x×a(y+az) (21)
This non distributivity has important consequences for the manipulation
of analytical expressions. The most important one is the impossibility to
develop or factorize expressions.
On the other hand, distributivity can be recovered by defining different
generalized addition and product operators as has been done in [23] :
ln[ex×
ay
a ] = ln e
x
a ln e
y
a (22)
and
e[lna[x+
ay] = elna x + elna y. (23)
The distributivity can be established with either ×a and +a or ×a and +
a,
i.e. :
x×ay +a x×
az = x×a(y +a z) (24)
or
x×ay +
a x×az = x×a(y +
a z). (25)
It should be noted that the distributivity does not exist neither between the
×a and +a defined in Eqs.(22) to (23), i.e. :
x×ay +a x×az 6= x×a(y +a z), (26)
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nor between these two operators and the ordinary operators.
The operators ×a and +a are respectively given by
x×ay =
eln(1+ax) ln(1+ay)/a − 1
a
(27)
and
x+ay = [a ln(ex
a/a + ey
a/a)]1/a, (28)
which are different from ×a and +a and have different properties. For ex-
ample, we have here x+a0 6= x, x×a1 6= x and x×a0 = 0.
5 Examples of simple application
It is obvious that, if we use this generalized algebra with the operators de-
fined in Eqs.(7) to (12), the nonadditive statistical mechanics and thermody-
namics will be able to be expressed in additive form just as in BGS. In one of
our papers[18], NSM is given in additive form by deforming the nonadditive
energy and entropy. The same formalism can be given with generalized al-
gebra without deforming the nonadditive physical quantities. That is, for a
total system composed of two subsystems A and B, we can write for entropy
S(A + B) = S(A) +aS S(B) and for energy U(A + B) = U(A) +aU U(B)
where aS = −λS = (1− q)/k and aU = −λU = (1− q)/kT for NSM.
Let us consider the temporal evolution of the price of a product at suc-
cessive 1st of January. It costs respectively x0 = 100$ in 2001, x1 = 110$
in 2002 and x2 = 121$ in 2003. The annual evolution ratio is y0 = (x1 −
x0)/x0 = 0, 1 and y1 = (x2 − x1)/x1 = 0.1, or 10% each time. The global
evolution ratio over two years is y′0 = (x2 − x0)/x0 = 0.21, that is 21%.
Of course y′0 6= y0 + y1 because the ratios are not based upon the same
denominator. However, simple calculation leads to y′0 = y0+y1+y0y1. This
expression is rewritten with the help of the generalized addition operator de-
fined in Eq.(7) : y′0 = y0 +1 y1. It means that combinations of ratios can be
considered as additive by using the generalized addition. In this case, a = 1
is a universal value. This can be shown for whatever ratios as follows. From
Eq.(7), we have a = (x2−x0x0 −
x1−x0
x0
− x2−x1x1 )/
(x1−x0)(x2−x1)
x0x1
= x1−x0x1−x0 = 1.
This calculation can be useful for other temporal process.
6 Conclusion
In this paper some algebraic aspects of the nonadditive statistics have been
studied. The four classical operators of the usual algebra have been gener-
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alized. The new operators allow to preserve the morphism properties of the
exponential and logarithm functions. Some properties (associativity, com-
mutativity, existence of neutral element and the sign rules) of the standard
operators can be extended to the generalized ones. But others cannot, e.g.
the opposite element does not exist for arbitrary element; and the gener-
alized additions and multiplications are not always distributive. Another
interesting point should be noted : in the generalized formalism, “0” is no
more the absorbing element of multiplication but can be inverted just like
other element.
We hope that this generalized algebra can be helpful for the understand-
ing and the development of nonadditive physics which seems inevitable in
view of the complex phenomena that cannot be described within the additive
statistical theory.
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